SnapShot was built on the experience of hospitality, technology and incredible innovation.
Data is like water. The world is covered in it but only 3% is currently usable.
Why are we not using the data we have? ...

Because the data is hidden down in the databases ... people put prices on them, stupid passwords and boring statistics.

Hans Rosling
- Professor Karolinska Institute
SnapShot Analytics at a Glance

All in One
Multi-source analytics platform to view your data in context

Customizable
Adjust the dashboard to fit your needs (move cards)

Multi-platform
Desktop, smartphone or tablet – see your data whenever you need it
Discover the new Hotel Analytics

Meet us at ITB 9-13 March
Hall 8.1 Stand 127

To reserve a time go to:
www.snapshot.travel/itb-2016-hotel-analytics

Not coming to ITB?
You still have a chance to find out more:
www.snapshot.travel/hotelanalytics